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The Forgotten Birth of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights
Niall Coghlan and Marc Steiert
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ce. It downplays the deeper historical and
constitutional trends – and sheer contingency – that led to the Charter being drafted
when it was, how it was and with the content
it has. Who would have supposed, in this respect, that as late as 1999 neither leading scholars nor inuential institutional sources foresaw the adoption of an EU fundamental
rights catalogue? (2)

Twenty years ago, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union was solemnly proclaimed by the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union,
and the European Commission. Whilst this
proclamation became a prelude to the longest summit in the European Council’s history, that European Council in Nice ultimately deferred the decision on the Charter’s legal value. The Charter ultimately remained a
non-binding document until the Treaty of
Lisbon entered into force nine years later,
elevating it to the primary law status that
was its destiny. Since then, the Charter has
acquired a life of its own and serves increasingly as a yardstick for the assessment of
EU law, its implementation, and the actions
of the EU’s institutions – above all through
the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of
its proclamation on 7 December 2020, we
will take a look back at this forgotten birth –
both the birth itself and our forgetting. We
will rst highlight the signicant body of primary material that is now easily-accessible
in respect of the Charter’s drafting – including the travaux préparatoires – and note
the degree to which the drafting has been neglected. We will then sketch three interesting stories that this material reveals, showing how the exploration of this story will
be important to scholars and practitioners alike.

This, at least, is the conventional story. Yet,
the story obscures the individuals, institutions and ancestral instruments which came
together to produce that text in the rst pla-

1. Niall Coghlan and Marc Steiert are Ph.D. Researchers at the European University Institute in Florence. They are editing a forthcoming collection
of the travaux préparatoires of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union: Niall Coghlan and Marc Steiert (eds.), The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union: the travaux préparatoires and selected documents, (Florence: European University Institute, forthcoming
on 7 December 2020).
2. Giorgio Gaja and Bruno de Witte in Philip Alston and others, The EU and Human Rights (Oxford University Press 1999). Antoine Vauchez, Brokering Europe: Euro-Lawyers and the Making of a Transnational Polity, Cambridge University Press 2015, p.221.
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Unlike other international
rights instruments, the
Charter is the fruit of a
genuinely constitutional
moment

In this respect, scholarship on the EU’s legal
system has recently turned towards historical approaches. As Molte Rasmussen puts it,
archive-based research provides ‘[a] wellcontextualized history, focusing on the social practice of European law and laying bare […] the multiple links between European
law and the institutional, political and ideological history of European integration’. (4)
Lawyers and legal historians are in this way
providing a more historicised understanding
of the protection of fundamental rights by
the CJEU and national courts and, in this sense, casting light on the early origins of the
Charter itself, but refraining from an analysis of the 2000 Convention.

The Charter’s Convention and its historians
Unlike other international rights instruments, the Charter is the fruit of a genuinely
constitutional moment. It was drafted by a
Convention in 1999 and 2000 (‘the Charter
Convention’) involving representatives
from the Member States’ governments, their
national parliaments, the European Parliament, the Commission but also through active exchange with civil society.
Most importantly, the Convention published
its travaux préparatoires, which are still
freely available. (3) They include meeting records, drafts, proposed amendments, contributions from Convention Members, and contributions from others, primarily NGOs. In
spite of that, it is remarkable how little use
has been made of this resource.

Legal analyses of the Charter rarely draw on
the travaux in a systematic way, with the possible exception of one German Charter commentary (5). They focus, of course, on the
drafting process as a legal rather than a histo-

3. The documents are ordered following a common denominator: CHARTE [Document Number]/[Last two digits of the year of publication].
4. Morten Rasmussen, ‘The Legal History of the European Union: Building a European Constitution’ [2019] Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Politics.
5. Jürgen Meyer and Norbert Bernsdorff, Kommentar Zur Charta Der Grundrechte Der Europäischen Union (Nomos; Helbing & Lichtenhahn
2003).
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rical object. Political scientists have given
the Convention more attention (6). They are,
however, concerned with the Convention’s
working method per se, notably as a model
for the following Convention on the Future
of Europe.
Practitioners too have neglected the travaux
until recently: it was only in late 2018 that
Advocate General Saugmandsgaard Øe became the rst member of
the Court of Justice to refer
to the Convention’s debaThe Charter
tes.

mer President of the German Constitutional
Court and of the Federal Republic), Álvaro
Rodríguez Bereijo (former President of the
Spanish Constitutional Court) or Antonio Vitorino (Commissioner for Justice and Home
Affairs) (CHARTE 4158/00). This very seniority, aiming to give legitimacy to the Convention and control to the relevant parties,
perhaps allowed the Convention to overcome what was perceived as its greatest limit:
the mandate’s requirement
that it merely provide visibitravaux, lity to, and codify, existing
rights.

in short, are a mine
whose rich resources
have barely been
touched

The Charter travaux, in
short, are a mine whose
rich resources have barely
been touched. They hold
great promise in casting
light on both the history
behind and the legal interpretation of the Charter, as well as the broader processes highlighted above. Three
examples should bring this point to life.

The mandate established a
drafting committee – soon renamed Praesidium – composed of a Chairman elected
by the Convention (Roman
Herzog), one vice-chairman
per delegation (Iñígo Méndez de Vigo for the European Parliament,
Gunnar Jansson for the national parliaments, Pedro Bacelar de Vaconcelos (early
2000) and Guy Braibant (late 2000) for the
Heads of State of Government). It was responsible for making two crucial decisions.
First, its chairman was to decide when
agreement was reached on the nal draft, so
that it could be forwarded to the European
Council. Second, the Praesidium prepared
the various drafts, set the agenda and decided which amendments to accept, all this in
close cooperation with its Secretariat (a network of EU civil servants led by Jean-Paul
Jacqué, Director of the Council Legal Service). These processes allowed both actors to

I. The Convention – a truly deliberative process?
The rst story concerns the overall dynamics of and the people involved in the Charter’s drafting. The framework of the Charter
Convention was set by its mandate adopted
at the Cologne (3-4 June 1999) and Tampere
(15-16 October 1999) European Councils.
Seniority played an important role in the selection of members, leading to the participation of delegates such as Roman Herzog (for-

6. E.g. Justus Schönlau, Drafting the EU Charter: Rights, Legitimacy, and Process (Palgrave Macmillan 2005) and Florence Deloche-Gaudez, ‘The
Convention on a Charter of Fundamental Rights: A Method for the Future?’, Notre Europe Research and Policy Paper 15, November 2001.
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To conclude, the travaux enable one to dig
behind the supercially collective nature of
the Charter’s drafting, tracing the way that
specic bodies and individuals shaped particular provisions and structural features.
They further allow one to test the selfperception of delegates (that have also shaped national perceptions of the Charter)
against the travaux themselves, and so to develop a renewed view on and of the Charter.

wield considerable inuence on the drafting
process. They constitute a rst way in which
one might challenge the role of the drafters
behind the Charter.
Close attention to the travaux and other sources, moreover, reveals that the Convention
was not the only author of the Charter. The
Charter’s horizontal clauses were progressively expanded by the 2002-2003 Convention on the Future of Europe and by InterGovernmental Conferences in 2003-2004
and 2007 – increasing the importance of the
rights/principles distinction and the Explanations.

II. When Luxembourg replays Brussels: the right to conduct a business
The rst story might have left the reader unconvinced of the travaux’s value beyond merely historical and political interest. What relevance can these have to the Charter’s legal
life? Surely the Charter, as a human rights
instrument, must be interpreted in an evolutionary way to remain adapted to today’s
needs?

If the travaux provide substantial insight into the Charter’s drafting, then they also draw
attention to their own limits. Of course, future research can draw on the wide range of
sources available beyond the travaux. The
Praesidium and Secretariat were not mere
institutional bodies but rather comprised individuals whose inclinations and decisions
shaped the Charter. In this sense, it is useful
that many of the Praesidium’s members (7),
similar to delegates (8), have been outspoken
on their work. Further, Norbert Bernsdorff
and Martin Borowsky have provided extensive minutes of the Convention meetings
that might help ll those gaps that exist in
the travaux’s Convention records (9).

The Charter travaux are, of course, relevant
as a matter of law to its interpretation (10). Beyond this, though, questions that remain live
today were foreshadowed by what the Convention deliberately debated, decided, or left
out.
The controversial (case law on) Article 16 of
the Charter is a valuable example in this re-

7. See Guy Braibant, La Charte Des Droits Fondamentaux de l’Union Européenne - Témoignages et Commentaires (Editions du Seuil 2001); Íñigo
Méndez de Vigo, El Rompecabezas: Así Redactamos La Constitución Europea (Biblioteca Nueva 2005); Antonio Vitorino, ‘La Charte Des Droits
Fondamentaux de l’Union Européenne’ [2001] Revue du Droit de l’Union Européenne 27.
8. Deutschland and Deutscher Bundestag, Die Charta der Grundrechte der Europäischen Union: Berichte und Dokumentation mit einer Einleitung
von Jürgen Meyer und Markus Engels. (2001); Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann and P Berès (eds), Grundrechtecharta Der Europäischen Union: Mitglieder Und Beobachter Des Konvents Berichten (Europa Union Verlag 2001); Lord Goldsmith, ‘A Charter of Rights, Freedoms and Principles’ (2001)
38 Common Market Law Review 1201.
9. Norbert Bernsdorff and Martin Borowsky, Die Charta Der Grundrechte Der Europäischen Union: Handreichungen Und Sitzungsprotokolle (Baden-Baden: Nomos 2002).
10. Lenaerts and Gutiérrez-Fons, ‘To say what the law of the EU is: Methods of interpretation and the European Court of Justice’ EUI Working Paper
AEL 2013/9, pp. 19-24 and p. 47. See e.g. Inuit (C-583/11 P), EU:C:2013:625, para 59.
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Three moves were decisive for the inclusion
of this right and its current interpretation.
First, politics. At the meeting immediately
preceding the rst complete draft, a group of
11 conservative delegates presented a posi-

gard. The Court applied strict standards to its
protection, seemingly at the expense of other Charter rights addressed to workers,
which directly reect the Convention’s debates (11).

Questions that remain live today
were foreshadowed by what the
Convention deliberately debated,
decided, or left out

tion paper including freedom of enterprise
as a condition for any Charter. A similar paper was resubmitted in September 2000 (13).
Indeed, this story hints at the limitations of
the travaux: neither paper is public. The second move consists in the struggle, this time
of progressive delegates, for the inclusion of
a right to work in Article 15. This aimed to
differentiate the article from mere free choice of occupation, but in turn convinced conservative delegates to claim a right to business as a counterweight, hence foreshadowing the current controversy. These two moves caused the formulation of Article 16.
The third move leading to its current interpretation consists in the existence of the
Charter Explanations. The Members did not

Surprisingly, the freedom to conduct a business was not discussed until the Praesidium
presented its rst draft of the complete Charter in July 2000 (CHARTE 4422/00). True,
in an earlier round of amendments in June
2000 some delegates had proposed to include some form of business freedom, and the
same had occurred during a debate in early
July (12). Their conception of this right, however, related primarily to the Treaty provisions on establishment. Moreover, the freedom to choose an occupation, now contained in Article 15, could also have been considered as linked to business activity in the
Convention’s initial days. So where do we
nd the origins of the controversy on Article
16?

11. E.g. Menelaos Markakis, ‘Can Governments Control Mass Layoffs by Employers: Economic Freedoms vs Labour Rights in Case C-201/15
AGET Iraklis Case Notes’ (2017) 13 European Constitutional Law Review 724.
12. (CHARTE 4372/00); 14th meeting of the Convention (see Bernsdorff and Borowsky (fn 9), pp. 310-328).
13. Bernsdorff and Borowsky (fn 9), pp. 329-353 and pp. 377-400.
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discuss these as they were solely prepared at
the instigation of the Praesidium and modied in the lead-up to the Constitutional
Treaty; however, they now have an interpretative value. Yet it is these, according to
Advocate General Nils Wahl authoritative
Explanations that esh out the current interpretation. This nding shows how the travaux foreshadowed the Charter’s evolution
and might help in taking perspective by
going beyond the mere Explanations and drawing upon further sources of interpretation.

the Convention’s secretariat reopened this
question, asking whether ‘certain rights
[could not] be dened as political principles
for Union action which need to be realized
through action by the legislator [CHARTE
4111/00]?’ The secretariat took, however,
great care in afrming that the distinction
could not only pertain to economic and social rights. The rst list of rights discussed
by the Convention listed economic and social rights under the heading ‘economic and
social rights/objectives’ and also suggested
that the right to a healthy environment (included in the main rights list) might be an objective (CHARTE 4112/2/00).

III. When Brussels makes a hospital
pass to Luxembourg: rights and principles

It is in the Praesidium’s second draft on economic and social rights that the distinction
became articulated in a clear way, and here limited only to these rights (CHARTE
4316/00). Article 31 provided that social
rights shall be ‘observe[d]’ and social principles ‘implemented’ by the EU, Member States ‘exclusively within the scope of Community law’ and the social partners at Community level. This gave rise to erce debate,
boiling down to three positions: principles
should be generally excluded from the Charter (notably given the mandate); principles
are to be distinguished by their need for implementation by the State (eventually the reasons that led the Praesidium to its draft); or
principles, as non-enforceable elements,
should rather be in the Charter’s preamble
(14). Despite numerous calls for the deletion
of this provision (CHARTE 4372/00), the
Praesidium simply transformed it into the second paragraph of what is now Article 51
(CHARTE 4373/00). Most importantly, it

If the second story consisted of deliberate innovation, this nal story concerns the contrary: how the travaux reveal that contentious elds were deliberately left open. The
distinction between rights and principles, nowadays contained in the Preamble, Article
51(1) and 52(5), is an example. At the outset,
it should be mentioned that Article 52(5) –
the crucial provision in downgrading the status of principles – was drafted by the following Convention on the Future on Europe
and thus, not included in the 2000 Charter.
This underlines the struggles in the Charter
Convention and the deliberate choice to evade clarication of the meaning of rights and
principles.
Intriguingly, the Cologne mandate required
the inclusion of economic and social rights
but required the exclusion of social rights
that ‘merely establish objectives for action’.
Yet, in a rst note on horizontal questions

14. Bernsdorff and Borowsky (fn9), pp. 250-261.
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ve made the Charter acceptable to delegates
stemming from various political groups but
also various constitutional traditions. Whilst
the opponents of the distinction had almost
fatally weakened it, the rights/principles distinction remains – though subtly – in the
text, which would permit the 2003-2004
Convention to nurture it into the powerful
Article 52(5) limitation. Yet, a clear distinction between rights and principles remains
an issue open to debate. This is particularly
evident in the 2000 Charter Explanations,
which (like the Charter itself) use the term
‘principle’ without much consistency
(CHARTE 4473/00) – a fact that was particularly criticised by Commissioner (and
member of the Praesidium) Antonio Vitorino (18). Interestingly enough, it was Vitorino
who later considerably reformulated the
Explanations during the Convention on the
Future of Europe so as to eliminate ‘the term
“principles” where in reality a subjective
right is envisioned’ (19).

maintained at this point that only social provisions can constitute principles. Still, no
clear distinction between rights and principles was found. In this regard, it is intriguing
that during the Convention’s 13th meeting
Vice-Chairman Méndez de Vigo promised
that a decision on the distinction would be taken at the following meeting (15).
Obviously, that decision was never taken.
Instead, a compromise was found by changing the formulation of what is now Article
51(2): in its rst complete draft in July 2000
(CHARTE 4422/00), the Praesidium made
two changes. First, it dropped the link between social provisions and principles. Now,
any provision might be a principle. Second,
the wording was made signicantly more
subtle: rights were to be ‘respected’ (not observed) and principles were to be ‘observed’
(not implemented). It was a short step to the
nal compromise, as a group of delegates
successfully called for a reference to principles in the Charter’s Preamble (16).
Ultimately, the Praesidium and Secretariat
deliberately provided no clear distinction
between rights and principles (17). Indeed,
the draft left it unclear that the distinction in
fact had signicance, with Goldsmith and
Rodríguez Bereijo trying and failing to insert provisions that made that clear. This mo-

Once, upon a time, a Charter of Fundamental Rights was drafted …?
Once upon a time, a Charter of Fundamental
Rights was drafted. Whilst this drafting moment is now a long-faded memory – 20
years away – the travaux préparatoires that

15. Bernsdorff and Borowsky (fn9), p. 304.
16. Observations reçues relatives au document CHARTE 4422/00 CONVENT 45. This document is part of the travaux, whereas it was not published
by the Council. It is available in Coghlan/Steiert (fn 1).
17. Álvaro Rodriguez Bereijo had called for a list of principles in Ibid., p.25; Quite opposed, the UK delegate Lord Goldsmith considered the distinction to be evident, cf. Lord Goldsmith (n 9).
18. Antonio Vitorino in Ibid., p. 401.
19. Antonio Vitorino in Ibid., p. 401.
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resulted are a salient reality. But this has not stimulated
scholars or practitioners to seriously engage with the
Convention’s travaux. The history of the Charter still
needs to wake up with a rumbling from its lasting sleep.
With this Long Read, we attempt to provide modest insights into the Charter’s drafting and to show that this
drafting can, should and will be an interesting subject of
inquiry. We have told three stories: one of dynamics and
persons, one of innovation and one of deferral. Yet each
is but a modest fragment of a larger set of narratives, neglect, debates, and discussions on what one might derive
from the travaux. Unpicking those narratives will help us
understand the context, drafting dynamics and ultimately contemporary content of the Charter. Scholars’ and
practitioners’ work, in this respect, is only just beginning.
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The EU’s New Pact on Migration and Asylum:
Eﬃciency at the Expense of Rights?
Janine Silga and Catherine Warin

1

grounded in European values and internatioEarlier this year, we wondered what was hapnal law’ (p. 1). In spite of the declared intenpening to the right to asylum in Europe (2).
tions, the Pact appears to reect traditional
We examined geopolitical and judicial deveconcerns, which it – admittedly – handles in
lopments making it increasingly difcult for
a new way. In particular, the Pact openly supasylum seekers to access the EU territory,
ports the alignment of miwe highlighted some of the
gration and asylum managemajor aws affecting the inment through the concept of
ternal functioning of the
The
'crisis'
has
shed
a
an ‘integrated approach to
Common European Asylum
migration and asylum’ (p.
System (CEAS), and looked
merciless light on the
5). In this respect the Comat how measures adopted in
shortcomings of the
mission explains that ‘since
response to the COVID-19
the refugee crisis of 2015pandemic amplied some
Common European
2016, the challenges have
pre-existing issues within
Asylum System
changed [as] [m]ixed ows
the CEAS. This article inof refugees and migrants hatends to present a brief overve meant increased compleview and assessment of the
xity and an intensied need for coordination
New Pact on Migration and Asylum propoand solidarity mechanisms’. (p.3) It would
sed by the European Commission on 23 Sepbe difcult not to acknowledge that the ‘critember 2020. Some aspects of the New Pact
sis’ has shed a merciless light on the shortcohave already been examined in the legal litemings of the CEAS, especially in terms of sorature and by civil society organisations and
lidarity within the EU. However, one may
the proposal will certainly be the subject of
wonder to what extent the approach adopted
intense discussion in the months to come.
by the Commission will be t to address these shortcomings. While some initiatives
In its Communication, the Commission premay look promising, such as the proposed sosents the New Pact on Migration and
lidarity mechanisms, the integration of miAsylum as being a ‘fresh start’ to ‘build a
gration and asylum within a single, ‘comsystem that manages and normalises migraprehensive’ framework for migration manation for the long term and which is fully

1. Janine Silga is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Luxembourg. Catherine Warin is a lawyer admitted to the Luxembourg Bar.
2. J. Silga and C. Warin, ‘Whatever happened to the Right to Asylum?’, Weekend Edition No. 15, EU Law Live, pp. 7-17.
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The Migration and Asylum Pact appears
to reﬂect traditional concerns, which
it – admittedly – handles in a new way.

What is New in this New Pact?

be even more comprehensive in scope, by
dealing not just with issues pertaining to asylum but also with migration at large – at least
apparently. The stated objective of this integrated approach is to ‘make the system more
efcient, discourage abuses and prevent
unauthorised movements’ (p. 6 of the Commission’s Communication). To do so,
streamlining the asylum and return procedures, as well as the rules for determining the
Member State responsible for examining an
application for international protection (the
so-called ‘Dublin system’) are considered essential tools.

For many years a reform of the CEAS has
been underway. The previous Commission
had already proposed a reform in 2016, composed of several recasts of existing instruments. The current proposed reform, however, was partially blocked, in particular because no agreement was reached on the proposal for a ‘Dublin IV’ regulation, hence the
new 2020 proposal. Compared to the 2016
European Agenda on Migration, the New
Pact on Migration and Asylum is intended to

The Commission maintains its proposals
and supports the provisional political agreements already reached on former proposals
for the Qualication Regulation, the Reception Conditions Directive (recast), the
Union Resettlement Framework Regulation
and the EU Agency for Asylum Regulation.
These instruments are in the process of
being adopted, while the negotiations on the
recast Return Directive have not yet reached
a conclusion. As regards the 2016 proposals

gement may further weaken the right to seek
asylum in the EU. In particular, the pervasive ‘obsession’ for ensuring the effective ‘return’ of third-country nationals staying irregularly in the EU, as well as the strengthening of the EU’s external borders may disproportionately affect the rights of applicants for international protection. In this article, we will briey present the main characteristics of the Commission’s proposal before focusing on some of its key implications.
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for an Asylum Procedures Regulation
(‘amended APR proposal’) and for the Eurodac Regulation (‘amended Eurodac Regulation’), the Commission is now proposing some amendments.

specic derogations in cases of force majeure – including as regards the solidarity mechanism – and an immediate protection status for crisis and force majeure situations.
The latter instrument also proposes a muchneeded denition of a ‘situation of crisis’ (3).

The only 2016 proposal that has been fully
Finally, the New Pact also entails a series of
withdrawn by the current Commission is the
non-binding instruments composed of three
one for a ‘Dublin IV’ regulation meant to reRecommendations and Guidance on how to
place the ‘Dublin III’ Regulation setting out
best implement EU rules
the criteria for determion the denition and prening the Member State resvention of the facilitation
ponsible for processing an
A
newly
proposed
Asylum
of unauthorised entry, tranasylum seeker’s applicasit
and residence. The retion. Instead, the Commisand Migration Management
commendations focus on,
sion is now proposing a
Regulation
is
the
centrepiece,
respectively: an EU Minew Asylum and Migragration Preparedness and
tion Management Regulabringing together policy in
Crisis Blueprint, which
tion (‘AMMR proposal’).
This proposed regulation the areas of migration, asylum, complements the proposal
for a Crisis and Force Maconstitutes the centrepiece
integration and border
jeure Regulation, the exof the New Pact on Migramanagement.
ploration of legal pathtion and Asylum, reecways to protection in the
ting the new ‘comprehenEU and the cooperation
sive approach bringing toamong Member States concerning operagether policy in the areas of migration, asytions carried out by vessels owned or operalum, integration and border management.’
ted by private entities for the purpose of
(p. 2 of the Commission’s Communication).
search and rescue activities.
The New Pact includes two additional proFrom the formal point of view, the new Pact
posals. The rst one is the proposal for a
on Migration and Asylum constitutes a treScreening Regulation, which aims at ensumendous achievement, as it is composed of
ring fast identication of the correct procea very well-articulated and coherent series
dure applicable to a person entering the EU
of measures that are connected with one anotwithout fullling the entry conditions. The
her through an efcient system of crosssecond proposal consists in the new Crisis
referencing.
and Force Majeure Regulation setting up

3. Article 1(2) of this instrument denes a situation of crisis as ‘(a) an exceptional situation of mass inux of third-country nationals or stateless persons arriving irregularly in a Member State or disembarked on its territory following search and rescue operations, being of such a scale, in proportion to the population and GDP of the Member State concerned, and nature, that it renders the Member State’s asylum, reception or return system nonfunctional and can have serious consequences for the functioning [of] the Common European Asylum System or the Common Framework as set out
in Regulation (EU) XXX/XXX [Asylum and Migration Management], or (b) an imminent risk of such a situation’.
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Looking closely at the substance
of the new Pact, one can only
be dismayed

However, when looking more closely at its
substance, one can only be dismayed.

I. The integrated management of migration and asylum primarily focused
on ‘returns’

Indeed, several proposed provisions appear
to be essentially directed at making access to
asylum even more complex for applicants
for international protection, in three main respects. First, the integrated management of
migration and asylum appears to be mainly
focused on the effective removal of thirdcountry nationals staying irregularly in the
EU, in particular after the rejection of their
asylum claims. Second, as a way to prevent
further irregular immigration, the new Pact
intends to make access to the EU territory
for the purpose of applying for asylum incredibly difcult, especially through the creation of a new border procedure. Last – but
not least – while the proposed reform of the
‘Dublin’ system is geared to fostering more
solidarity between the Member States, many
of the proposed rules may have a detrimental
impact on the protection of fundamental
rights.

As already mentioned, the main objective of
the New Pact is to integrate migration and
asylum within a common legal and policy
framework. The rationale for this approach
is to ensure the coherence between the
CEAS and migration management. This essentially translates into strengthening the
connection between the EU’s asylum
system and the return of third-country nationals staying irregularly in the EU. As the
Commission argues in the Staff Working Document accompanying the AMMR proposal, ‘Member States’ asylum and return
systems operate mostly separately, creating
inefciencies and encouraging the movement of migrants across Europe’. In this respect, the Commission expressly refers to the
‘challenges of the return and asylum nexus’,
as it relies on the relatively low EU average
recognition rate for international protection,
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which amounted to 30% in 2019 in the EU27. Because many asylum seekers whose application has been rejected ‘have to be channelled into the return procedure’, the Commission considers ‘strengthening the links
between asylum and return procedures’ to be
‘of vital importance for the proper management of migration in the EU’. Indeed, it appears that around 80% of return decisions
for foreign nationals are issued to rejected
asylum seekers. The Commission identies
it as being the main reason for an increased
‘migratory pressure’ in the EU, insofar as there has been a higher number of migrants arriving to the EU from countries whose nationals have a ‘low chances of receiving protection needs’ (4). Based on this observation,
the Commission is now proposing to translate these probabilities into a criterion for
channelling asylum applicants through different kinds of asylum procedures.
While this may appear as a more ‘objective’
criterion, it is not entirely clear on what evidence the Commission relies to assess it.
Not only does this criterion appear to be in direct contradiction with an individualised assessment of protection needs (5), but it may
also lead to a form of discrimination based
on nationality between applicants for international protection. From the procedural

point of view, this criterion entails signicant consequences, as asylum requests from
applicants coming from countries for which
the proportion of positive decisions for granting asylum is 20% or lower according to updated Eurostat data will be subject to an accelerated procedure. The Commission adds
that this shall only be the case ‘unless a signicant change has occurred in the third
country concerned since the publication of
the relevant data or the applicant belongs to
a category of persons for whom the proportion of 20% or lower cannot be considered as
representative for their protection needs.’
The same principle may also be used for
unaccompanied minors who apply for international protection. (new Articles 40(1)(i)
and 40(5)(c) of the amended APR proposal).
The need to address ‘mixed arrivals of persons in need of international protection and
those who are not’ (New Pact on Migration
and Asylum, p. 5) explains the ‘streamlining
of asylum and return procedures including
appeals’ (amended APR proposal, p. 17).
The stated objective of the amended APR
proposal is thus to make a ‘seamless link between all stages of the migration process,
from arrival to processing of asylum requests and, where applicable, return’ (amended APR proposal, p. 4).

4. Amended APR proposal, p. 4. As the Commission explains in its Staff Working Document accompanying the AMMR proposal, ‘While the number
of irregular arrivals has decreased, the share of third-country nationals arriving from countries with recognition rates lower than 25% has risen from
14% in 2015 to 43% in 2016, climbed further to 67% in 2017 and 57% in 2018. For 2019, this gure is down to 26%’. Commission Staff Working Document accompanying the document Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Asylum and Migration management, cit., p. 29.
5. As required by EU law, ‘[t]he assessment of an application for international protection is to be carried out on an individual basis…’, Article 4(3) of
Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on standards for the qualication of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneciaries of international protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection,
and for the content of the protection granted (recast), OJ L 337, 20.12.2011, p. 9.
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has been rejected as inadmissible on the
grounds that it was not supported by new relevant elements or ndings, or as being unfounded or manifestly unfounded. This will
be the case where the subsequent application
clearly lacks substance or is ‘abusive’ (as per
Recital 44 of the 2016 proposed Procedure
Regulation). Besides, Member States may also provide that an applicant does not have a
right to remain if the appeal following a subsequent application has
been made only to ‘delay or
frustrate’ the process of
The main consequence their imminent removal to
enforce a return decision (arof this approach for
ticle 54(6) of the amended
asylum seekers consists APR proposal). Last, applicants who lodge a further
in an ever more elusive appeal
against a rst or subsequent appeal will not haaccess to the
ve a right to remain on EU teEU territory
rritory (article 54(7) of the
amended APR proposal).

The main consequence of this approach for
asylum seekers consists in an ever more elusive access to the EU territory for the purpose of applying for international protection.
This has essentially materialised in the new
pre-entry phase composed of the screening
of any person not fullling the conditions for
entering the EU’s external borders and in the
establishment of a fully-edged border procedure.
Apart from the creation of return sponsorships, which
will be examined subsequently, the merging of the
asylum and return procedures entails three main consequences.

First, article 35a of the amended APR proposal provides
that a return decision shall
be issued either as part of the
decision rejecting the application for international protection or in a separate act. In the latter case,
the return decision has to be issued at the same time and together with the decision rejecting the application for international protection. Moreover, asylum and return appeal
procedures have to be brought before the same court and tribunal and within the same time-limits (article 53(1) of the amended APR
proposal).
Second, the proposed legislation will lead to
weaker legal remedies in case of subsequent
applications. In particular, article 54(3)(b)
provides that an applicant will have no right
to remain on the territory of the Member States – that is, no automatic right to a suspensive appeal – if their subsequent application

Third, the AMMR proposal
(article 7) introduces a new mechanism to facilitate cooperation with third countries on
the readmission of third-country nationals
staying in the EU irregularly. This new mechanism builds on the new article 25a recently introduced in the Visa Code intended
to develop positive – and negative – incentives directed towards third countries depending on their level of ‘cooperation’ on readmission. This approach essentially based on
migration-related conditionality seems quite far from the stated objective of the proposed Procedure Regulation to establish ‘mutually-benecial partnerships and close cooperation with relevant third countries.’
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II. Reinforcing the Walls of Fortress
Europe
The Pre-entry Screening
The proposal for a Screening Regulation essentially provides for the pre-entry screening of third-country nationals who do not
full the entry conditions of the Schengen
Borders Code. The main objective of this
process is to carry out various checks aimed
at determining the procedure to which thirdcountry nationals in this situation shall be
subject. In other words, the screening
should allow people to be sorted by dividing
them into two main categories. Those who
need international protection will be subject
to an asylum procedure, while the return procedure will be applied to those who do not
need such protection. This clearly echoes the
objective of the ‘hotspots approach’ set up
by the Commission in its 2015 European
Agenda on Migration (p. 13).
The screening includes the following main
elements: a preliminary health and vulnerability checks; the identication of the thirdcountry national concerned; the registration
of biometric data and a security check (article 6(6) of the Screening Regulation). The
proposed screening should apply not only to
third-country nationals who are apprehended in connection with an unauthorised crossing of the EU external border, but also to
those who are disembarked in the territory of
a Member State following a search and rescue operation (article 3(1)). The proposed
screening would also be applicable to thirdcountry nationals who apply for international protection at external border crossing
points or in transit zones, while not fullling

the entry conditions set out in the Schengen
Borders Code (article 3(2)). The personal
scope of the proposed screening regulation
does not cover ‘overstayers’, namely, thirdcountry nationals who have stayed longer
than their visa or residence permit allows.
However, the proposed regulation should
apply to third-country nationals found within the territory of a Member State where there is no indication that they have been authorised to cross an external border (article 5).
The screening shall take place at the external
borders or in locations nearby (article 6(1)).
This means that the persons who are subject
to it are not authorised to enter EU territory
during the screening process (article 4(1)).
As a general rule, the screening should be carried out ‘without delay and shall in any case
be completed within 5 days from the apprehension in the external border area, the disembarkation (…) or the presentation at the
border crossing point’ (article 6(3)). While it
is desirable that the process is not delayed,
the regulation is quite silent on the actual living conditions of third-country nationals
subject to it and in particular, their accommodation. Moreover, the proposal requires
Member States to investigate the allegation
of breaches of fundamental rights in relation
to the screening by establishing an independent monitoring mechanism (article 7).
Although the Fundamental Rights Agency
should issue further guidance for Member
States on how to set up such a mechanism (article 7(2)), it is really unfortunate that this
system has not been further coordinated – if
not harmonised – to guarantee the effective
protection of fundamental rights throughout
the EU.
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The New border procedure
The amendments to the APR proposal regarding the border procedure are intended to make it ‘more exible’ and ‘equally more effective’ for the Member States resorting to it.
According to the Commission, this will
allow for a more efcient assessment of ‘genuine claims inland’, by contributing to ‘deliver faster decisions and thereby contribute
to a better and more credible functioning of
asylum and return policies, in full respect of
fundamental rights’ (p. 13 of the amended
APR proposal).
The new article 41 of the amended APR proposal develops the border procedure for the
examination of an application for international protection. This procedure applies after
the screening procedure of an applicant for
international protection who does not full
the entry conditions set out in the Schengen
Borders Code. In this respect, the border procedure may take place in four hypotheses:
- when an application for international
protection was made at an external border
crossing-point or in a transit zone;
- After a third country national has been
apprehended in connection with an
unauthorised crossing of the external border;
- following disembarkation in the territory of a Member State after a search and
rescue operation; or
- following relocation.
In addition to the existing cases where Member States are obliged to apply the border procedure, the new article 41(3) of the amended
APR proposal provides that this procedure

shall apply when an applicant for international protection is coming from a third country
for which the proportion of positive decisions for granting asylum is 20% or lower according to Eurostat data.
As exceptions to this obligation, unaccompanied minors and minors under the age of
12 as well as their family members may only
be subject to the border procedure when they
are considered to represent a danger for the
national security or public order (article
41(4) of the amended APR proposal). However, not many details are given as to how this
assessment shall be carried out by the Member States. Member States are also given the
option not to apply the border procedure to
nationals of third countries which are not likely to readmit them (article 41(5) of the
amended APR proposal).
The border procedure shall last for a maximum of 12 weeks (Article 41(11) of the
amended APR proposal) and according to article 41(10) of the same instrument, applications for international protection shall be lodged no later than ve days after the registration of the rst application, which may be
very short for applicants especially without
the adequate support.
The amended APR proposal is also unclear
as regards the reception conditions of applicants for international protection subject to a
border procedure, thus not adding much to
the current proposed framework. The new article 41(13) of the amended APR proposal
only mentions that applicants subject to a
border procedure are to be accommodated
not only at locations at external borders or
transit zones but also in proximity to such lo-
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cations. The 2016 proposal for a new reception conditions directive does not add much
precision. This proposal only mentions that
it covers applicants for international protection subject to border procedures (article 3)
and that the premises used for accommodating them have to enable an adequate standard of living (article 17(1)(a)). Considering
that detention may also apply in the case of
border procedure – including in connection
with a return decision – it is to be expected
that this procedure will often amount to
systematic detention.
In this regard, the new article 41a of the
amended APR proposal introduces a specic border procedure for carrying out returns.
Like the border procedure itself, this procedure shall not exceed 12 weeks and it may entail detention not only for the duration of this
specic procedure but also for the duration
of the normal return procedure, which may
last for a maximum period of 18 months (6).
The new article 41a (7) claries that the period of detention of the border procedure for
carrying out returns shall be included in the
maximum period of detention of 18 months.
The amended APR proposal does not seem
to provide for any legal remedy against a decision either to be subject to a border procedure or to a border procedure for carrying
out returns. Article 53(9) of the amended
APR proposal simply mentions that a Member State shall provide for only one level of
appeal in relation to a decision adopted in
the context of the border procedure.

III. The Reform of the ‘Dublin’
System: More Solidarity, Less Fundamental Rights?
Background and objectives of the AMMR
proposal
The proposal for the AMMR shows there is
a consensus on ‘the need for a system where
one Member State is responsible for examining an application for international protection on the basis of common criteria and related evidentiary requirements, despite its current weaknesses’. (p. 14 of the proposal). It
also draws conclusions from the multiple
aws of the Dublin III Regulation, admitting
that the hierarchy of criteria set out in that instrument did not ‘take into account the realities faced by the migration systems of the
Member States’ and that it ‘was not designed
to deal with situations of migratory pressure
or a fair sharing of responsibility across the
Member States’. It also did not take into account the pressure of ‘mixed migratory
ows’ on the migration systems of the Member States.
However, the new AMMR proposal retains
the main objective of the Dublin III Regulation, namely to lay down ‘the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State
responsible for examining an application for
international protection’, but this is no longer the sole aim of the instrument, since it actually comes third in the list of objectives
pursued by the AMMR: the other two being
to set out ‘a common framework for the management of asylum and migration in the

6. Article 15(5) and (6) of Directive 2008/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008 on common standards and procedures in Member States for returning illegally staying third-country nationals.
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was mainly phrased in terms of the obligations of Member State authorities, the
AMMR now stresses the ‘obligations of the
applicant’ (well before imposing any obligations on the Member States, let alone individual rights of applicants). Specically, it
Part II of the AMMR contains provisions on
lays down obligations to remain in the Memthe common framework, laying the down
ber State of rst entry into the EU, to ‘fully
the principles of a comprehensive approach
cooperate’ with its authorities, and to
to asylum and migration management (arti‘comply’ with a decision of transfer towards
cle 3), of ‘integrated policy-making’ meaanother Member State identied as the Memning in particular that the EU and Member
ber State responsible for proStates ‘shall ensure coherencessing that person’s applice of asylum and migration
cation
(article 9). What is
management policies’ (ArtiThe new Asylum and
more, these obligations are
cle 4), the principle of ‘soliMigration
Management
now backed with a clear
darity and fair sharing of ressanction laid down in Artiponsibility (article 5), prinRegulation proposal
cle 10, that is, the removal
ciples for ‘governance and
of reception conditions (promonitoring of the migratory
retains the main
vided for by the Reception
situation’ (article 6), and for
objective
of
the
Conditions Directive).
cooperation with third counAdmittedly, it is added that
tries to facilitate return and
Dublin III Regulation
‘this shall be without prejureadmission (article 7). Part
dice to the need to ensure a
III and Part IV, respectively
standard of living in accorreplacing the Dublin III Redance with Union law, including the Charter
gulation and setting out new ‘solidarity meof Fundamental Rights of the European
chanisms’, are scrutinized in greater detail
Union, and international obligations’. In spibelow.
te of this precaution, this provision is likely
to generate controversy, especially in the
The Dublin Regulation is Dead, Long Live
light of CJEU’s case law on the current Rethe Dublin Regulation
ception Conditions Directive. Indeed, in the
2019 Haqbin judgment concerning the spePart III of the AMMR proposal contains the
cic case of a unaccompanied minor, the
criteria and mechanisms for determining the
Court concluded that, as regards sanctions
Member State responsible: it is the succesfor breaches of the rules of accommodation
sor to the current Dublin III Regulation. It incentres, the withdrawal of material recepsists, however, much more on the idea that
tion conditions cannot be an option if it
only one Member State must be responsible
‘would have the effect of depriving the apfor processing an asylum application (article
plicant of the possibility of meeting his or
8, the very rst provision of Part III). Also, inher most basic needs’.
terestingly, while the Dublin III Regulation
Union’ and to establish ‘a mechanism for solidarity’ (article 1). Accordingly, the instrument is divided into different parts reecting
these objectives.
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Another source of concern lies with the foreseen limitation of the right to a remedy, as
provided for by article 33 of the AMMR proposal. The scope of the remedy against a
transfer decision is meant to be limited to an
assessment of ‘(a) whether the transfer
would result in a real risk of inhuman or degrading treatment for the person concerned
within the meaning of Article 4 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights’ and ‘(b) whether
Articles 15 to 18 and Article 24 have been infringed’ (that is, provisions laying down criteria for determining the Member State responsible for processing an asylum application). So, all the case law of the Court of Justice concerning Article 4 of the Charter as a
limit to Dublin transfers (including the recent Jawo ruling), as well as the Ghezelbash
line of case law allowing for a right of appeal
based on the wrongful application of Dublin
criteria, would hold. But all provisions of the
regulation not laying down criteria would be
off limits in a judicial review process, meaning they could not be relied on by individuals. This limitation is a step backwards for
the right to an effective judicial remedy as it
dismisses part of the CJEU’s case law, for
instance the Mengesteab case in which the
Court acknowledged the possibility for individuals to challenge a Dublin transfer when
Member State administrations have not respected the time limits set out in the regulation.
By contrast, other provisions of the AMMR
contain some improvements to the Dublin
system as we currently know it. Article 11
lays down in much greater detail the rights
of applicants as regards access to information, also incorporating information on how
their data will be processed within Eurodac.

Likewise, article 13 concerning ‘Guarantees
for minors’ is more detailed than its equivalent in the Dublin III Regulation (Article 6).
The proposal also includes as rst criterion
for identifying the Member State responsible for processing the application of an unaccompanied minor, the existence of family
connections, with a denition that is broader
than that in the current system. It is worth noting, however, that the proposal does not
seem to draw full conclusions from the
CJEU’s M.A and others judgment, in which
the Court made clear (paragraph 61) that taking into account the best interests of the
child means ‘in principle’ that the Member
State where the minor is present should be
responsible for processing his or her asylum
application. Yet, in the AMMR proposal, article 15(5) provides that in the absence of family connections, the responsible Member
State shall be the one where the minor’s application was rst registered ‘unless it is demonstrated that this is not in the best interests of the minor’. In other words, the best
interests of the child may justify an exception to the rule, instead of grounding the rule: a rather questionable adaptation of the
CJEU’s position.
When it comes to applicants who are not
unaccompanied minors, the other criteria for
determining which Member State is responsible for processing an asylum seeker’s application, and the order of application of those criteria strongly resemble those already
laid down in the Dublin III Regulation. However, some signicant additions are to be
found, the most notable being the inclusion
of siblings into the denition of ‘family
members’ (article 2(g) of the AMMR proposal) already present in a Member State, and
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the possession of a diploma or qualication
from a Member State (article 20). These innovations mean that the individual backgrounds of the applicants would be better taken into account in the determination process, although the basic idea still remains
that the country of rst entry should be where an application is examined.
As regards the procedures for implementing
the transfers of individuals once the determination process has been conducted, they remain essentially the same, although some aspects have become stricter. For instance, in
the case of an individual who had already formally lodged an application in a Member
State and is now applying in another, the second Member State no longer has to lodge a
‘take back request’ with the rst one (as in
the current system): it simply has to issue a
‘take back notication’, meaning the take
back becomes automatic rather than subject

to approval of the requested Member State
(article 31 of the AMMR proposal). Compared to the Dublin III framework, the AMMR
proposal also provides a more detailed framework concerning administrative cooperation (articles 40 to 43). A notable innovation, expressly characterised as an implementation of the principle of sincere cooperation, is a mechanism of ‘conciliation’ between Member States in case of difculties in
implementing the regulation (article 44). If
consultations between Member States do
not allow the issues to be solved, the Commission may be requested to hold consultations with the concerned Member States and
afterwards adopt recommendations. Much
thought and effort have clearly gone into ensuring smooth and effective cooperation between Member State administrations for the
purposes of implementing the AMMR.

The Asylum and Migration Management
Regulation proposal is in fact a reboot
of the Dublin Regulation
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In the end, there is a discrepancy between
President von der Leyen’s announcement
that the Dublin Regulation would be ‘abolished’ and what we read in the actual proposal.
It is in fact a reboot of the Dublin Regulation: the means of administrative cooperation have been rened and improved to ensure effectiveness of the system; but the rules
of this system are more constraining for asylum seekers, and the application of those rules is more difcult to challenge.
The New ‘Solidarity Mechanisms’
The AMMR proposal dedicates an entire
new Part IV to the issue of solidarity. This solidarity is conceived of with a much broader
approach than in the current ‘Dublin’
system, as it goes much further than just focusing on the criteria for determining the
Member State responsible for examining an
application for international protection. As
the Commission puts it in its explanatory memorandum to the AMMR proposal, the refreshed solidarity concept ‘should be compulsory (…) to respond predictably and effectively to the changing realities with an increasing share of mixed migration ows towards the Union, and to ensure fair sharing
of responsibility in line with the Treaty’. (p.
12 of the AMMR proposal). Fleshing out
this idea, the proposed AMMR creates a ‘Solidarity Forum’ comprising all Member States, to be convened and presided by the European Commission ‘in order to ensure the
smooth functioning’ of the solidarity mechanisms (article 46). These new mechanisms
are to be implemented ‘for the benet of a
Member State under migratory pressure or
subject to disembarkations following search
and rescue operations’. Four types of ‘soli-

darity contributions’ are contemplated, centred on relocation and support for the return
of third-country nationals staying irregularly in the EU.
Two of the possibilities for ‘solidarity contribution’ concern the relocation of individuals from the Member State under pressure
to another one; either individuals who are already beneciaries of international protection (article 45(1)©), or individuals who are
still awaiting a decision on their asylum application (article 45(2)(a)). Another type of
‘solidarity contribution’ consists in ‘capacity-building measures’ in the eld of asylum, reception and return, operational support, and ‘measures aimed at responding to
migratory trends’ through cooperation with
third countries. The fourth possible means of
contribution is the return sponsorship procedure (article 55), under which a Member State commits to support returns of third
country nationals (including asylum seekers
whose application was rejected) illegally staying in another Member State and, if the efforts are not successful after eight months, to
transfer the persons concerned to its own territory and continue the return procedure.
From the perspective of an individual asylum seeker, this means potentially waiting in
uncertainty for several months without knowing whether they will ultimately be sent
back to the country they ed or rather to another Member State to wait further and for further uncertainty. Thus, the legal issues that
such a mechanism may raise in terms of
transnational administrative cooperation
could be as fascinating as the impact on the
individuals concerned might prove disastrous.
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As regards the combination of these options,
an elaborate system is established whereby,
every time a situation of mass ‘disembarkation’ or ‘migratory pressure’ is identied, the
Commission will indicate a total number of
asylum applicants to be relocated, and use a
distribution key (based on the size of each
Member State’s population and on the GDP,
see article 54) to allocate amounts between
Member States. The latter may then indicate
through which mechanism they want to contribute and quantify their proposed contribution(s). If the propositions are insufcient to
cover the needs identied by the Commission, the procedure goes on with possibilities for the Commission and the Member States to propose and/or accept adjustments,
and ultimately with the possibility for the
Commission to convene the Solidarity Forum in order to reach an agreement (articles
48 and 52).
As regards the implementation of the solidarity contributions, the AMMR proposal frames with a good degree of detail the cooperation between the authorities of the Member States and the deadlines to be observed
for each step. Overall, the system, functioning with a certain amount of ‘volunteering’
from Member States certainly does not leave much room for any expression of free will

from the persons concerned. As regards relocation, for instance, the consent of the person is only required if he or she is already a
beneciary for international protection.
Otherwise, although the ‘existence of meaningful links’ with the Member State of relocation shall be taken into account, it appears
that the person may be relocated regardless
of any notion of consent (article 57(3)). This
is, after all, in line with the overall approach
of the AMMR proposal of managing ‘ows’
thanks to carefully crafted administrative
processes, but taking very moderately into
account the fact that these processes will
apply to individuals with their own preferences and aspirations.
What is worse, the right to a remedy is
simply absent from the ‘Solidarity Mechanisms’ Part of the AMMR. Yet, the concrete
impacts of a ‘relocation’ or a ‘return sponsorship’ may not be very far from those of a
Dublin ‘transfer’ and one could expect that
the same minimal procedural guarantees
should therefore apply. The EU legislator
has chosen not to address this, but the Court
of Justice will likely have to at some point,
and then it will (again) have to perform a perilous balancing exercise between fundamental rights and mutual trust between
Member States.
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Conclusion
The New Pact on Migration and Asylum
may well succeed in reaching its objectives:
detailed and complementary mechanisms of
cooperation involving the EU’s and Member State administrations may indeed contribute to more returns of ‘illegal’ third country
nationals, less people entering Europe, and
an allocation of asylum seekers more suited
to each Member State’s capacities and good
will. For the individuals who will be the subjects of these redesigned procedures, some
of the aws of the current system might indeed be mitigated: personal (such as family
and educational) backgrounds will be taken
into account to a greater extent than in the current system; importantly, too, decisions on

asylum applications might be reached faster.
However, the consecration of the ‘hotspots
approach’, the hardening of many rules of
the Dublin system, and the restrictions on
the right to a remedy mean that every obstacle on the way to asylum becomes more difcult to overcome, with the risk that the right
to asylum as well as other fundamental
rights may no longer be guaranteed. In spite
of its professed respect for fundamental
rights, the New Pact on Migration and
Asylum may only further institutionalise the
‘politics of exhaustion’ criticised by Leonie
Ansems de Vries and Elspeth Guild (7). At
this point, one can only hope that the much
desired exhaustion of ‘abuse’ and ‘unauthorised movements’ will not equally lead to the
exhaustion of fundamental rights protection.

7. These authors refer to the ‘politics of exhaustion’ as ‘the felt effects of the stretching over time of a combination of fractured mobility, daily violence and fundamental uncertainty’. Leonie Ansems de Vries & Elspeth Guild (2019) ‘Seeking refuge in Europe: spaces of transit and the violence of migration management’, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, vol.45(12), 2019, pp. 2156-2166, at p. 2157.
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State sovereignty vs. migrants’
individual rights: looking for a new balance
1

Bruno Nascimbene and Alessia Di Pascale

1. State sovereignty v. migrants’
rights: preliminary remarks
The afrmation of the sovereign rights of the
State with regard to admission and expulsion of foreigners has become a ‘mantra’ of
the European Court of Human Rights’ case
law (see recently ECtHR M.N. and others v.
Belgium which mentions a similar case of
the Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) X and X v État belge) (2). But this repeated assertion raises questions regarding
the relationship between state sovereignty
and migrants’ rights in current times. The migrant is a person who enjoys human rights,
protected by the complex (a sort of ‘cornucopia’) of international human rights law instruments. In this regard we would like to make six remarks.

1.1 The historical evolution
The evolution in favour of the afrmation of
the rights of the foreigner, in particular of the
migrant, cannot be understood very well unless a historical analysis is made and the
changes that classical international law has
undergone are assessed (3).
1.2 The case law
The case law has played an important role in
changing the traditional approach. We believe that one topic that deserves reection is
the evolution of the European jurisprudence,
both of the Strasbourg and Luxembourg
Courts. But how much has it inuenced and
does it inuence national case law? How sensitive are the judges in the European States
to these decisions and orientations, which
are sometimes judged to be extraneous or

1. Bruno Nascimbene is an Emeritus Professor of EU Law and former Professor of International Law. Alessia Di Pascale is an Associate Professor of
EU Law. This text originates from the concluding reections in the margins of the session ‘State sovereignty vs. migrants’ individual rights’, within
the framework of the seminar ‘Changing trends and dynamics of EU Migration Law and Governance: a critical assessment of the evolution of migration legislation and policy in Europe’, organised by EDEM - Équipe Droits Européens et Migrations, University of Louvain (UCLouvain), on 17 November 2020. The paper is the result of a common reection, but specically paragraphs 1 and 4 are by Bruno Nascimbene and 2 and 3 by Alessia Di
Pascale.
2. For a more for a more in-depth analysis of the ECtHR case law on admission and expulsion of foreigners please refer to B. Nascimbene, Nonrefoulement as a principle of international law and the role of the judiciary in its implementation, Opening of the Judicial Year – Seminar – 27 January 2017, available here and A. Di Pascale, El principio de non refoulement y su aplicación judicial en el marco europeo, in J.I. Ugartemendia Y H.
Labayle (Dirs.), El Espacio de Libertad, Seguridad y Justicia y el Derecho del Convenio Europeo de Derechos Humanos, European Inklings (EUi)
15, IVAP, Oñati, 2018.
3. For a historical reconstruction of the theme see, among many others, B. Nascimbene, Lo straniero nel diritto internazionale, Milano, 2013 as well
as the references in footnote no. 5 below.
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even eccentric to the national system? Sovereign or nationalist currents are ‘contagious’
and inspire judges to make distinctions or
‘caveats’ that lead to conclusions that are
dangerous for the protection of personal
rights. I recall statements in case law, such as
the Italian one, in which, after acknowledging the obligations of international law and
those imposed by European Union law, the
prerogatives of the State were nevertheless
afrmed, referring both to the requirements
of public order and security, and to a necessary evaluation of the historical moment. It
must be said that it seems clear that the phenomena of international crime and terrorism
are decisive in inuencing the decisions of
national courts.
1.3 European Union law
The third point concerns the still existing
gaps in European Union law, which should
be the most intensive form of cooperation to
date. Immigration for economic reasons, in
order to seek work, is left to the competence
of the States. This is stated in Article 79(5) of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and conrmed by the recent European Commission Pact on Migration and Asylum of last September. In these
terms it is section 6.6. that refers to the truly
generic objective (at least one criticism of
the vagueness) of developing legal pathways to Europe.
1.4 The solidarity principle
Another topic that deserves attention, as demonstrated by this rst section, and which
will certainly be the subject of the following
sections, is the principle of solidarity bet-

ween States. We are not referring to the theoretical principle, contained in Article 80
TFEU, but to the actual one. There is no effective integration if there is no implementation of that fundamental rule on loyal cooperation (Article 4 TEU). The issue is much
broader than the one we are examining today, and not only from a legal point of view,
but also from a political one. Just think of the
litigation before the Court of Justice which
saw both the Council and the Commission
opposing Slovakia and Hungary in the rst
case, and Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic in the second case.
1.5 Human Rights law and Sovereignty
State practice and case law conrm the difculty of making human rights law prevail
over the traditional sovereign power of States, also with regard to the issuing of humanitarian visas and the applicability of Article
25 of the Visa Code which provides for an exceptional issuing of a visa with limited territorial validity ‘on humanitarian grounds’
(Article 25(1)(a). Today’s Jus gentium is
very different from that of de Francisco de
Vitoria, Emmeric de Vattel, Hugo Grotius:
authors that Chetail studied well when he
examined the issues of the sovereignty of
States, the movement of people, the possible
limits to the power of States, being recognised as an obligation of hospitality and reception and the granting of asylum. It can be
said that exceptions to State discretion in the
elds of movement and migration were allowed, recognising the role of jus necessitatis
(right of necessity) and jus communicationis
(right of communication). Jus gentium has
certainly evolved over time.
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1.6 International law and Human Rights
law.
As was afrmed some years ago, international law, thanks to the afrmation of human
rights protection, has changed: ‘it is gradually moving from a State-centre to an individual-oriented paradigm’ (4). There is a
dynamic orientation that is getting stronger
and stronger. Bilateral and multilateral treaties between States and acts adopted by the
United Nations in the eld of human rights
contribute to it: I recall in the past, but the
principles are still current, the Declaration
on the Human Rights of Individuals who are
not nationals of the country in which they live and the Final Report of the Special Rapporteur Professor David Weissbrodt ‘Prevention of discrimination. The rights of noncitizens’ prepared for the sub-commission
on the promotion and protection of human
rights (5).

2. The retreat of European Courts:
loss of identity or surrender to realpolitik?
However, despite the signicant evolution
that has characterised the theme over the
past decades, with the emergence of human
rights, States seek to jealously preserve their
sovereignty, to the detriment of the fundamental rights of the person. Emblematic of
this persistent ontological dichotomy are the
statements contained in the most recent Compact for safe, orderly and regular migration,
where in afrming the will to ’ensure effective respect, protection and fullment of the
human rights of all migrants, regardless of
their migration status, across all stages of the
migration cycle’, it is reiterated ‘the sovereign right of States to determine their national migration policy and their prerogative to
govern migration within their jurisdiction,
in conformity with international law’.

States seek to jealously preserve
their sovereignty, to the detriment
of the fundamental rights of the person

4. V. Chetail, International Legal Protection of Migrants and Refugees: Ghetto or Incremental Protection? Some Preliminary comments, in K. Padmaja (ed.), Law of Refugees: Global Perspectives, New Delhi, 2008, p. 31 ff.
5. D. Weissbrodt, Final report on the rights of non-citizens, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2003/23 (2003). See also D. Weissbrodt, The Human Rights of
Non-citizens. Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008.
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Although essentially aimed at fostering international cooperation among all relevant
actors on migration, without establishing
any new set of migrants’ rights and anyhow
devoid of a binding legal nature, as expressly pointed out in the text, it is in any case the result of a negotiation process that has
involved the majority of the international
community (albeit with some signicant distances) of which it must be considered to express at least a shared vision on the established points.

ments to States’ reasons. As the ECtHR afrmed ‘its approach should be practical and
realistic, having regard to the present-day
conditions and challenges. It is important in
particular to recognize the States’ right, subject to their international obligations, to control their borders and to take measures
against foreigners circumventing restrictions on immigration’ (see the ECtHR’s judgments in Ilias and Ahmed v. Hungary and in
the same terms, Z.A. and Others v. Russia ).

Emblematic of this approach is the recent judgIn its attempt to mediate betment of the ECtHR in case
ween opposing interests, the
N.D. and N.T in relation to
most recent attitude of the
The
most
recent
attitude
what has been dened by
two European Courts apJudge
Pinto de Albuquerpears ambiguous. They have
of the two European
que as the ‘more burning iscontributed to important afCourts
appears
sue in European politics tormations, such as for insday’, namely the refouletance the wider European
ambiguous
ment of migrants at land borscope of the principle of
ders or in transit zones and
non-refoulement, formulathe resulting State liability
ted ‘in absolute terms and
for human-rights breaches
enshrining one of the fundaduring immigration and border-control opemental values of democratic societies’ (see
rations (see his concurring opinion in M.A.
among the many judgments Chahal v. UK),
and others v. Lithuania). The conclusion
compared to other universal instruments that
that the conduct implemented by the Spatolerate conditions and exceptions.. They hanish Government did not lead to a violation
ve qualied the prohibition of refoulement
of Article 4, Protocol 4 is supported by the
as a value of civilisation closely bound up
identication of an exception (the appliwith respect for human dignity (see the
cant’s own conduct) of which there is no traECtHR’s Khlaia and the CJEU’s Aranyosi
ce in the norm, well-formulated in absolute
e Căldăraru), and such as to impose obligaterms. And so eight years ago in Hirsi, the
tions on States also with reference to return
ECtHR, while showing understanding for
of foreigners to an intermediate country.
the difcult conditions in which the States at
They nonetheless show a worrying withdrathe external borders of Europe are, for the
wal in recent years. The crisis of migrants
burden and the migratory pressure to which
seems to have interrupted that evolutionary
they are subjected, declared nevertheless
momentum, making realpolitik prevail, as
that the absolute character of the rights secuevidenced by the emphasis given in the argu-
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red by Article 3 cannot absolve a State of its
obligations under that provision. At the beginning of this year, in that case which has
caused so much uproar, it has instead assessed differently the position of a border State
exposed to massive migratory ows. Faced
with migrants, including asylum seekers,
who attempted to enter irregularly, by taking
advantage of their large numbers and using
force, the Court found that the circumstance
that the Spanish border guards did not identify them individually could be justied and
the lack of individual removal was thus a
consequence of their own conduct. Accordingly, it did not nd a violation of Article 4
of Protocol No. 4.
This upheaval of established principles that
emerges from the most recent pronouncements shows an approach in the relationship
between sovereignty and migrants’ human
rights worthy of attention as the law appears
almost bent and subordinated to the needs of
politics. International law ends up no longer
being akin to a riverbank to sovereignty, but
supportive to its possessive claims.

3. The border as a defence of state sovereignty
We would like to focus on the theme of borders, a legal concept, but also a metaphor
evocative of the barrier between citizens and
foreigners, and which in recent years has often materialised in the elevation of walls,
real or only threatened.
The issue is that of internal and external border controls. How many times has the
Schengen system, dened by the European
Commission as ‘one of the greatest achievements of the EU’, appeared to yield under
the blows of the claimed interest of the State
to protect the population, in the face of the terrorist threat, the invasion of migrants or more recently the health emergency? Concern
for the defence of that achievement and the
will to preserve it has led the Commission to
intervene, encouraging Member States to
better use their police powers and to give precedence to police checks before deciding on
the temporary reintroduction of internal border controls, thus recommending the use of
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mechanisms that should be exceptional and
occasional, but which may become instead
structural insofar as they allow the area to be
preserved without internal borders. And also
in this case the Commission makes a reference to the needs posed by the reality of the
facts: ‘in the current circumstances of
threats related to public policy or internal security from terrorism and other serious
cross-border crime and risks of secondary
movements of persons who have irregularly
crossed the external borders, the intensication of police checks in the entire territory of
Member States…may be considered necessary and justied’. Despite the various provisions contained in the Schengen Borders
Code prohibiting the implementation of internal border controls focused on nationality, race or ethnic origin (see notably Articles 7(2) and 22), in the practice of many internal borders such controls are well directed towards foreigners, and far from random
and occasional. And so the wish for a revision of the Schengen system becomes expressed (as stated by President Macron in recent days after the terrorist attacks in Nice)
or is implemented in fact.
Or we are thinking of the use of bilateral
readmission agreements or administrative
arrangements on transfer of migrants, enforced in violation of substantive and procedural obligations related to the implementation
of the right of asylum. These are problems
that scholars have in recent years highlighted well (see in particular the case of German bilateral arrangements on transfer of
asylum seekers). These critical issues also
closely affect Italy, and its land borders. The
latter issue has recently become the subject
of great attention, so much so as to solicit al-

so a parliamentary question, due to the increasingly frequent use of the so-called
chain rejections on the basis of bilateral readmission agreements. In July, in its reply, the
Ministry of Interior admitted the ordinary recourse to informal readmission procedures
in Slovenia ‘even if the intention to apply for
international protection is expressed’. This
triggers a sequence of events that ignores the
attempts of migrants to make explicit and formalise their protection needs, through the
submission of applications that would activate the complex (and too slow - at least so
perceived by States) mechanisms of the Dublin Regulation and the various directives of
the Common European Asylum System.
And so through this chain, ignoring people’s
requests, and contradicting the rights afrmed in the different instruments of EU law
and the above mentioned principles upheld
by the Courts, the migrant is expelled, sending him/her out of the EU territory.
In this framework, it does seem that some national courts represent an embankment. We
are thinking of the statements made by the
French Council of State (8 July 2020) and
the Slovenian Administrative Court (17 July
2020) last summer. Both originate from the
appeals lodged respectively by a Central
African citizen and a Cameroonian citizen,
that were rejected when crossing the internal
borders (respectively between Italy and France and Slovenia and Croatia), on the basis of
bilateral agreements, despite having expressed before the border authority the intention
to submit an application for international protection. In the Slovenian case the applicant,
after being turned back towards Croatia, was
then sent back to Bosnia and then expelled
from the European Union. The French Coun-
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cil of State called for the respect of the procedural obligations established in national
law and in particular those arising from the
Dublin Regulation, considering that the refusal to receive the application and the subsequent referral to the country of origin (Italy)
had constituted a serious violation of the
right of asylum. The Slovenian court also
found the prohibition of collective expulsions (Article 19(1)) and the principle of
non-refoulement (Article 19(2)) to have
been violated, expressly recalling the provisions of the Charter. The following month,
however, the Slovenian Supreme Court, in
another case, adopted different principles, a
sign of the existing uncertainty and confusion, so that even the timid signals to invoke
the principle of the rule of law risk to remain
isolated and without follow-up.
But the desire not to allow foreigners to
cross that physical and symbolic barrier,
from which state sovereignty suffers an inevitable compression, due in particular to the
obligations arising from the EU system,
clearly emerges in the new Pact on Immigration and Asylum of the European Commission. Without dwelling on the questionable
mechanism that should guarantee European
solidarity, I would instead like to recall the
set of rules proposed to prevent entry into
the European Union, keeping the migrant in
a no-man’s land, which facilitates the rapid
return to the country of origin and provenance, without even crossing the border.

The desire not to allow foreigners
to cross that physical and symbolic
barrier, clearly emerges in the
new Pact on Immigration
and Asylum

4. Concluding remarks
At the conclusion of these ndings we can
say that the most recent evolution of the normative framework seems to go in a different
direction compared to the last decades, probably also due to the signicant increase in
the migratory phenomenon. The balance
tends to lean in favour of sovereignty
through the development of a legal framework of increasing closure to entry, the more
widespread use of tricks that exploit all the
margins left by the rules in force to which it
seems to add the European courts’ condescension. The risk is that in the absence of adequate management measures, sovereign anxieties and impulses will prevail, and that
the dramatic impact of the reality will cause
the important evolution of the issue to be reversed.
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News Highlights
Week 30 November to 4 December 2020

EMA endorses statement for COVID-19
vaccine trials to continue beyond necessary time
Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Medicines Agency endorsed a statement
by the International Coalition of Medicines Regulatory
Authorities urging all relevant stakeholders to continue
COVID-19 vaccine trials and data gathering efforts beyond the interim or nal analysis for regulatory approval.

First short-term review of Geoblocking Regulation by Commission
Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The rst short-term review of implementation of the
Geo-blocking Regulation in its rst 18 months, which
prohibits unjustied geographical restrictions on crossborder trade of online goods and services, was published by the Commission in the form of a report.

Council conclusions on EU tax policy:
corporations to pay ‘fair share’
Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council adopted conclusions on Friday which set
out its ‘comprehensive assessment of the main tax policy issues’ that outline priorities that will shape EU tax
policy. This follows from the Commission’s Action
Plan for fair and simple taxation supporting the economy.

ECA: SRB ought to thoroughly reassess
risks for 2020 accounts in light of judgments
Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Court of Auditors endorsed the Single Resolution Board’s 2019 disclosure of nancial risk, but recommended that it carry out a ‘thorough reassessment’
of the 2020 accounts’ risks in light of recent and future
judgments.

Council and Parliament reach informal deal to extend CAP rules to fund
farmers

ECB publishes guide on climaterelated and environmental risks for
banks

Monday 30 November

Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Parliament and the Council of the EU reached an informal agreement on how to extend current
Common Agricultural Policy rules until the end of 2022
and provide European farmers with an extra eight billion euros from the recovery instrument.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Central Bank published the nal version
of its guide on climate-related and environmental
banks, following a public consultation. The guide explains how the ECB expects banks to prudently manage
and transparently disclose such risks under current prudential rules.
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Frontex: Management Board Working Schengen Forum held for the ﬁrst time:
Group on Fundamental Rights and Ope- moving freely within the EU
rations
READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE
Tuesday 1 December
Monday 30 November

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Executive Director of Frontex welcomed the establishment of a Management Board Working Group on
Fundamental Rights and Legal and Operational Aspects
of Operations, following recent media reports of Frontex violating fundamental rights.

The Commission convened the rst ever Schengen Forum to take place today by videoconference, including
Members of the European Parliament and Home Affairs
Ministers, with the aim at preserving and strengthening
the Schengen area.

Eurogroup agrees on reform of the European Stability Mechanism and the
early introduction of the backstop to
the Single Resolution Fund

Grand Chamber of the ECtHR: appointment of some members of new Icelandic Court of Appeal breaches right to a
tribunal established by law

Tuesday 1 December

Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Eurogroup agreed on Monday to proceed with the
reform of the European Stability Mechanism, and to
sign and ratify the revised Treaty. It also agreed to advance the entry into force of the common backstop to
the Single Resolution Fund.

The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human
Rights ruled in Guðmundur Andri Ástráðsson v. Iceland
that irregularities in appointments to the new Icelandic
Court of Appeal breached the right to a tribunal established by law (Article 6(1) ECHR).

European Parliament and Council
reach agreement on amendment of EU
ﬁnancial benchmarks rules to prepare
LIBOR phase-out

Court of Justice clariﬁes that Posted
Workers Directive applies (and how) to
drivers in international road transport
of goods

Tuesday 1 December

Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Parliament and the Council of the EU
agreed on amendments proposed by the Commission to
EU rules on nancial benchmarks. An agreement was also reached to postpone application of the rules on third
country benchmarks until 31 December 2023.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice handed
down its ruling in Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging
v Van den Bosch Transporten BV and Others (C-815/18)
on whether and how the Posted Workers Directive
96/71 applies to drivers in international road transport.
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ECtHR: failure to protect LGBTI demonstrators from homophobic attacks
breaches freedom of assembly and discrimination law
Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Court of Human Rights ruled in Berkman
v. Russia (application no. 46712/15), that Russian authorities breached the freedom of assembly and the
prohibition of discrimination (Articles 11 and 14
ECHR) by failing to protect participants in a LGBTI
meeting from aggressive counter-demonstrators.

EEAS publishes annual Association
Implementation Report on Ukraine
Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European External Action Service published a Joint
Staff Working Document on the Association Implementation Report on Ukraine, outlining the state of play of
the country’s implementations under the EU-Ukraine
Association Agreement.

Several decisions on Ecolabels published
Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Ofcial publication was made of several decisions of
the European Commission concerning Ecolabels: allowing the use of a sampling method for the verication of
multisite organisations, EU Ecolabel criteria for papers,
electronic displays, and more.

Commission publishes report on the
evaluation of the EU’s drug precursor
policy
Tuesday 1 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Commission published a report on the
evaluation of the EU’s drug precursor policy, which was
conducted after consulting with stakeholders at a EU
and national level. According to the report, the policy is
overall still effective.

State aid: Commission greenlights public service compensation for Poste Italiane

Council approves conclusions on human rights and decent work in global
supply chains

Wednesday 2 December

Wednesday 2 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Commission approved, under EU State
rules on public service compensation, the compensation
of 171.74 million euros granted by Italy to Poste Italiane
for distributing, at reduced tariffs, newspapers and publications of book publishers and non-prot organisations.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council of the EU approved conclusions calling on
Member States and the European Commission to promote decent work and human rights in global supply
chains, namely founding values of the EU enshrined in
the Treaties.
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Post-Brexit in Northern Ireland: rules
on identiﬁcation of economic operators published
Wednesday 2 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Commission publishes notice on the interpretation of certain legal provisions
of the revised bank resolution framework

New rules were published on the identication of economic operators in Northern Ireland once the Brexit
transition period ends – when EU excise duties rules no
longer apply to the UK, but do still apply to Northern Ireland under Article 8 of the Northern Ireland/Ireland Protocol.

Wednesday 2 December

Parliament and Council reach provisional agreement on regional, cohesion and social funds spending for
2021-2027

EBA reactivates Guidelines on legislative and non-legisaltive moratoria

Wednesday 2 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Negotiators from the European Parliament and the
Council of the EU reached a provisional political agreement on the total resources for economic, social and territorial funds available for 2021-2027, which will
amount to 330 billion euros.

EDPS issues opinion on the New Pact
on Migration and Asylum
Wednesday 2 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Data Protection Supervisor issued an Opinion on the New Pact on Migration and Asylum, acknowledging the need for more effective management in
this area and calling for an in-depth fundamental rights
and data protection impact assessment to be carried out.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Ofcial publication was made of a European Commission Notice relating to the interpretation of certain legal
provisions of the revised bank resolution framework, in
response to questions raised by Member States’ authorities.

Wednesday 2 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Banking Authority reactivated its Guidelines on legislative and non-legislative moratoria,
which will apply until 31 March 2021 and include additional safeguards against the risk of an undue increase in
unrecognised losses on banks’ balance sheet.

Media and audiovisual sector: Commission issues Action Plan to address
COVID-19 impact
Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Commission adopted an Action Plan addressing the
impact of COVID-19 on the media and audiovisual sector, as there have been falling advertising revenues, the
collapse of cinemas, production on ‘standby’; the
spread of online misinformation, but also ‘news deserts’.
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Smartphone app connecting taxi drivers with passengers is an information
society service: Court of Justice’s ruling
in Star Taxi App

AG Bobek suggests Court of Justice
should dismiss Hungary’s action
against Parliament’s triggering of Article 7 TEU procedure

Thursday 3 December

Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Court of Justice ruled in Star Taxi App (C-62/19)
that a smartphone app connecting taxi drivers and passengers is an ‘information society service’ under the
Information Society Services Directive, and application
of the e-commerce, Information and Services Directives.

Advocate General Bobek in Hungary v European Parliament (C-650/18), an annulment action concerning
the European Parliament’s resolution triggering the Article 7 TEU procedure, suggested that the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice declare the action admissible
and dismiss Hungary’s pleas as unfounded.

Council’s approval of EU-China Geographical Indications Agreement: decision published

Regions with environmental protection
powers are not directly concerned by
implementing regulations renewing
approval of an active substance banned in their territory

Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council of the EU’s Decision giving its nal consent to the Agreement on Geographical Indications between the European Union and China was ofcially published. The European Parliament had given its consent
earlier this month, and the agreement will enter in 2021.

Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Court of Justice dismissed the appeal in Région de
Bruxelles-Capitale v Commission (C-352/19 P) against
General Court judgment T-178/18, conrming two
Commission Implementing Regulations extending approval of an active substance banned in Brussels.

ECtHR: individual applications complaining in the abstract about handling of COVID-19 health crisis are not
admissible

Court of Justice dismisses Changmao
Biochemical Engineering’s appeal in
anti-dumping duties case re tartaric
acid imports from China

Thursday 3 December

Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Court of Human Rights unanimously declared inadmissible the application in Le Mailloux v.
France (application no. 18108/20), concerning the applicant’s objections to the handling of the COVID-19
crisis by France.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Court of Justice rejected Chinese exporter Changmao Biochemical Engineering Co. Ltd’s appeal against
General Court ruling Distillerie Bonollo and Others (T431/12) annulling a measure imposing a denitive antidumping duty on imports of tartaric acid from China.
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Council issues declaration on ﬁght
against antisemitism
Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council of the EU approved a declaration calling
for the ‘mainstreaming’ of the ghts against antisemitism across policy areas, emphasising that it is a crosscutting issue involving various levels of government
and an EU-wide phenomenon.

The Internet of Things and Cybersecurity: Council conclusions adopted
Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council of the European Union adopted Conclusions (by written procedure) on the need to legislate to
protect consumers and their privacy, security and cybersecurity with respect to the use of ‘connected devices’ ‘machines, sensors and networks that make up the Internet of Things’.

Court of Justice rules that consumption
of energy products is subject to taxation as such also when it leads to the
production of non-energy products
Friday 4 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Court of Justice gave its judgment in Repsol Petróleo (C-44/19) on the interpretation of Article 21(3) of
Council Directive 2003/96 restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy products and
electricity.

Commission publishes Strategy to
strengthen the application of the Charter throughout the EU
Thursday 3 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Commission published a Communication outlining its strategy to strengthen the application
of the Charter of Fundamental Rights throughout the
EU, noting that fundamental rights ‘cannot be taken for
granted’ and a ‘renewed commitment’ was needed.

AG Kokott: Commission can rely on a
sample of tax rulings to prove the existence of a consistent administrative
practice contrary to State aid rules
Friday 4 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Advocate General Kokott in Commission v Belgium
and Magnetrol International NV (C-337/19 P), advised
the Court of Justice rule that the Commission was right
to consider that the Belgian practice of making downward adjustments by way of tax rulings to prots of undertakings forming part of multinational groups constituted a State aid scheme.

Post-Brexit transition period: negotiating how Channel Tunnel rail trafﬁc
can stay safe and continue running
Friday 4 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Council’s Permanent Representatives Committee
agreed on a negotiating mandate with the European Parliament on the Commission’s (unamended) proposal for
a Regulation aimed at ensuring that rail trafc can continue in the Channel Tunnel from 1 January 2021 onwards.
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Commission and Greece agree joint
plan for a new reception centre for migrants and refugees in Lesvos

Commission greenlights State aid scheme to support access to broadband services by students in Greece

Friday 4 December

Friday 4 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Commission signed a memorandum of
understanding with Greek authorities and EU agencies
to establish a new reception centre for migrants and refugees on the Greek island of Lesvos by early September
2021.

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The European Commission approved under EU State
aid rules a voucher scheme with an overall budget of 20
million euros to help students in Greece access broadband services for remote learning. The scheme can be accessed by up to 50,000 students per academic year.

Supreme Court of Slovakia requests an advisory opinion from ECtHR on police
Friday 4 December

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

The Supreme Court of Slovakia requested an Advisory Opinion from the European Court of Human Rights under
the new reference mechanism established by Protocol No. 16 to the ECHR. The request concerns the independence
of the current mechanism for investigating complaints against the police in Slovakia.

Insights, Analyses & Op-Eds
The Commission presents the EU’s
Pharmaceutical Strategy: a paradigm
shift?
By Sabrina Röttger-Wirtz

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Op-Ed on the EU Pharmaceutical Strategy unveiled by
the European Commission on Thursday 26 November,
considering the COVID-19 pandemic as a catalyst for
existing reforms that were in the pipeline, analysing the
key action points, and nding that the issues raised are
far more connected to the organisation of the healthcare
systems of the Member States than the traditional market and risk policy in the pharmaceutical sector.

Once More: The Court of Justice on the
Need to Notify Potential State Aid Law
By Patricia Pérez Fernández

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Analysis of the Court of Justice’s ruling in Viasat
Broadcasting UK (C-445/19), concluding that while
Article 106(2) TFEU seeks to balance the national interest of Member States in carrying out services of general
economic interest with the needs of the common market, they will not be excused from overlooking their notication obligations under Article 108(3) TFEU.
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Discrimination against third-country
national workers concerning social beneﬁts is prohibited under EU law
By Bjarney Friðriksdóttir

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Analysis of the Court of Justice’s ruling in joined cases
Istituto Nazionale della Previdenza Sociale (C-302/19)
and Istituto Nazionale della Previdenza Sociale (C303/19), by which it reafrms the principle of equal
treatment applies to third country national workers in
the context of EU labour law implemented at the national level, in line with the EU objective to ensure fair
treatment of third-country nationals residing legally in
the Member States.

Directive on consumer representative
actions: a sheep in wolf’s clothing?
By María José Azar-Baud and Miguel Sousa Ferro

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Op-Ed on the long-awaited EU Directive on representative actions for the protection of the collective interests
of consumers (Directive 2020/1828, published in the
Ofcial Journal on Friday 4 December). María José
Azar-Baud and Miguel Sousa Ferro critically assess the
content and the scope of application of the Directive, explaining its virtues and its main shortcomings.

Article 47 of the Charter calls for a
stricter framing of national procedural
law in proceedings relating to visa refusals
By Silvia Bartolini

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Analysis of the Court of Justice’s ruling in R.N.N.S &
K.A. (Joined cases C-225/19 and C-226/19) on the role
of Article 47 of the Charter in calling for a stricter framing of national procedural rules even in administrative
proceedings relating to visa refusals.

Member States may subject the activity
of ride-hailing platforms in their territory to prior authorisation: Star Taxi
App (C-62/19)
by Vincent Delhomme and Augustin Chapuis-Doppler

READ ON EU LAW LIVE

Op-Ed on a signicant judgment from the Court of Justice regarding an authorisation scheme contested by ride-hailing mobile application operator Star Taxi App. In
the wake of Airbnb Ireland (C-390/18), the authors consider the Court upholds and claries the legal framework governing (ride-hailing) platforms and information society services in the EU Single Market.

EU Law Live Podcast

LISTEN ON EU LAW LIVE

A Conversation on EU Competition Law and the Digital
Economy with Marco Botta, Thomas Kramler, Nicolas Petit
and Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel
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Library - Book Review

By Aurelio Lopez-Tarruella Martinez

Pedro de Miguel Asensio

READ MORE ON EU LAW LIVE

Conﬂict of Laws and the Internet
A review of a book that ‘will not only allow the reader to obtain a clear understanding of private international law issues of digital business’, but which also reects
on the ‘Europeanisation’ of private international law, the increasing relevance of
substantive regulations, and additionally offers a detailed explanation of the rules
on international jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments.
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